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How to Design Experiments in Animal Behaviour∗
15. Why Do Parents and Offspring Quarrel?
Raghavendra Gadagkar

Parental Care
Since all of us have been children at some time in our lives,
and many of us have also been parents at other times, we are
well aware of the psychological and physiological importance of
parental care, both for the offspring as well as for the parents.
But at the same time, we are also painfully aware that there is
often some conflict between parents and their offspring about the
amount of parental investment that should flow from parents to
offspring. As evolutionary biologists, however, we must pause
and ask: why the conflict? According to the theory of natural
selection, living organisms are expected to maximize their Darwinian fitness. Since offspring are the currency of Darwinian
fitness, should not ‘parent-offspring conflict’ be an oxymoron?
Why should there be a conflict between parents and offspring?
Offspring should be selected to survive and grow, and have offspring of their own, and parents should be selected to do everything in their power to help the offspring to achieve their goals.
Indeed, there is no parent-offspring conflict in some species, notably, in those species that produce a single offspring or produce
all their offspring in one go, and die. There is nothing more important for parents of such species than the welfare of their offspring, leaving no scope for parent-offspring conflict.
The honour of being the paragon of parenthood—motherhood
really—seems to have been bestowed on the spider by both artists
and scientists. The French-American artist Louise Joséphine Bour-
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Figure 1.

(Left) The
French-American
artist
Louise Joséphine Bourgeois
(1911–2010) (Portrait by
Subhankar Biswas) and
(Right) her famous installation Maman (1990) in
Ottawa, Canada, a sculpture
of a spider, symbolising the
ultimate in motherhood.
(“Maman-Spider SculptureNational Gallery of Canada”
by Arch Sam is licensed
under CC BY 2.0)
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geois (1911–2010) celebrated the motherhood of the spider by
erecting a mammoth 30 feet tall metal statue of a spider and
christening it Maman (meaning ‘mother’ in French) (Figure 1).
Maman (1990) has been described as “her. . . deeply personal. . .
explicit reference to painful childhood memories of an unfaithful
father and a loving but complicit mother”[1]. Bourgeois said that
“The Spider is an ode to my mother. She was my best friend. Like
a spider, my mother was a weaver. . . Like spiders, my mother
was very clever... spiders are helpful and protective, just like my
mother” [2].
Unfortunately, Louis Bourgeois appears not to have been aware
of the enormity of the spider’s motherhood. In some species of
spiders, especially those that produce their lifetime’s reproductive output in one installment (technically called semelparous) the
mother offers herself as food to her offspring. The survival and
growth of her offspring are significantly enhanced by this source
of nutrition, in the absence of which the offspring often cannibalize each other. And it’s not as if the offspring aggressively or
callously eat up their mother when she is too tired to resist. It
is known that in some species, spider mothers have special adaptations to facilitate such ‘matriphagy’ by their offspring. In the
Australian social spider Diaea ergandros, mothers, after laying
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viable eggs to produce offspring, produce non-viable, un-layable
trophic eggs by sequestering nutrition into them. The offspring
then obtain these nutrients by eating these trophic eggs while eating up all or part of their mothers. As expected, there is a positive
correlation between maternal weight loss (due to matriphagy) and
offspring survival [3]. Another social spider Stegodyphus lineatus exhibits what is perhaps an even more drastic adaptation for
suicidal matriphagy. The mother feeds her offspring by regurgitation of nutrients, but not just the nutrients she has in the mouth
and stomach. Her entire body is gradually degenerated and liquified so that her body becomes a sack of liquid nutrients which
the offspring access by piercing her abdomen, leading to the consumption of her complete soma, first by regurgitation and finally
by direct matriphagy [4].
This ultimate sacrifice by the spider mother is of course in the
service of her own Darwinian fitness—the mother’s interests are
completely aligned with those of her offspring. Fortunately or
unfortunately (depending on your point of view) these examples
are more the exception than the rule. The rule instead is that
parent-offspring conflict is widespread. This is because most parents are not semelparous; they produce offspring repeatedly and
are selected to maximise their lifetime reproductive success; not
to sacrifice their lives for their current offspring. Parents should
therefore be selected to invest some amount in their current offspring and withhold the rest for the future, both to keep themselves in good shape to be able to produce more offspring and to
nourish and care for them. But how much should they give and
how much should they withhold? And what should the offspring
do? Should they not be selected to refrain from demanding so
much as to jeopardize the fitness of their future siblings? Can
we really hope to answer these questions, in precise, quantitative
terms?
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In the Australian social
spider Diaea ergandros,
mothers, after laying
viable eggs to produce
offspring, produce
non-viable, un-layable
trophic eggs by
sequestering nutrition
into them. The offspring
then obtain these
nutrients by eating these
trophic eggs while eating
up all or part of their
mothers.

The general rule is that
parent-offspring conflict
is widespread. This is
because most parents are
not semelparous; they
produce offspring
repeatedly and are
selected to maximise
their lifetime
reproductive success; not
to sacrifice their lives for
their current offspring.
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Figure 2. A recent photograph of Robert Trivers
(1943– ). See [21] for a onestop source for everything
you ever wanted to know
about Robert Trivers. (Photo
courtesy: Robert Trivers).

Parent-Offspring Conflict

The benefit of parental
investment will first
increase with the amount
of investment but will
eventually taper off as
the offspring gets all it
needs. But of course,
there would be a cost
associated with the
investment.

In 1974, Robert Trivers (Figure 2) showed that there is a surprisingly simple way to answer these questions and answer them precisely [5]. Trivers has been described as “one of the most important evolutionary theorists since Charles Darwin”. As Sherlock
Holmes often said, solutions to seemingly complex problems appear deceptively simple when once explained. Trivers’ answer fits
this description well. It is reasonable to think that the benefit of
parental investment (to parent and to offspring) will first increase
with the amount of investment but will eventually taper off as the
offspring gets all it needs (Figure 3, blue line). But of course,
there would be a cost associated with the investment. First, let us
consider the cost to the parent (Figure 3, red line). The cost to the
parent will be on account of the fact that any investment in the
present offspring will reduce the potential to invest in future offspring. At some intermediate level of investment, the net benefit
(benefit minus cost) will be the greatest, and this is the optimum
level of investment that the parent should be selected to provide.
Now, what about the offspring? Hamilton’s inclusive fitness theory (see [6]) tells us that the offspring should also care about the
welfare of their future siblings as they would be genetically related to them. So the offspring should also experience a cost of
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the parental investment in terms of a possible reduction in their inclusive fitness. However, and here’s the crucial difference, while
the parents are equally related to all their offspring, the offspring
are more related to themselves than to their siblings. Considering a diploid outbred population, parents would have an expected
coefficient of genetic relatedness to their offspring of 0.5, the offspring would also have a coefficient of relatedness to their siblings of 0.5, but they would be related to themselves by 1.0. This
means the cost of parental investment that the offspring incur will
be exactly half of what the parents incur (Figure 3, grey line). The
offspring will also have an optimal level of investment that they
would be selected to seek, but their optimum would be higher
than the optimum that the parents will be selected to give. Hence
the conflict.

Figure 3. A graphical representation of the benefit and
costs of parental investment
and illustration of the different optima (benefit minus cost) for parents and offspring (see text for details).
[Redrawn with permision
from R L Trivers, Parentoffspring conflict, American
Zoologist, Vol.14, pp.249–
264, 1974].

Although the conflict itself has of course been known forever,
the parent-offspring conflict theory (hereafter, POC theory) proposed by Trivers ushered in a new way of understanding parental
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The parent-offspring
conflict theory
(hereafter, POC theory)
proposed by Trivers
ushered in a new way of
understanding parental
investment and
explaining the conflict
between parents and
offspring.

investment and explaining the conflict between parents and offspring. Stated in this form, however, the theory is hard to test
quantitatively. If we can empirically measure and plot the curves
describing the relationships between the benefit and the costs to
the parent and offspring, we could, in principle, determine the optimal parental investments from the perspectives of both parties.
But this is not usually possible. A more serious problem is that
even if we empirically generate the graphs in Figure 3, how do we
test whether parents and offspring obey the theory? How do we
test whether the two parties exhibit behaviours suggesting conflict only when the investment being made is sub-optimal from
their point of view? It is also not so easy to alter the levels of
investment as precisely as may be necessary.

If we plot the ratio of
benefit to cost (let us say
from the parent’s point
of view) as a function of
time, we may expect to
see that the benefit/cost,
B/C will decline with
time. As the offspring
grows and begins to
become independent of
the parent, the benefit of
further investment will
diminish. By the same
logic that was used to
identify the optimum
investment from the
parent’s point of view,
we can now predict that
the parent will no longer
be selected to invest
when B/C becomes less
than 1.0 (benefit is less
than the cost).

Trivers plotted the same graphs in a different way that is much
more promising for the empiricist. If we plot the ratio of benefit
to cost (let us say from the parent’s point of view) as a function
of time, we may expect to see that the benefit/cost, B/C will decline with time (Figure 4). As the offspring grows and begins to
become independent of the parent, the benefit of further investment will diminish. By the same logic that was used to identify
the optimum investment from the parent’s point of view, we can
now predict that the parent will no longer be selected to invest
when B/C becomes less than 1.0 (benefit is less than the cost).
Now, since the offspring cost is half that of the parent, it should
be selected to keep demanding investment until its B/C becomes
less than 1.0, which is the same as the parent’s B/C becoming
less than 0.5. The region (shown in red lines in Figure 4) between
the parent’s B/C being 1.0 and 0.5 is thus the zone of conflict.
But both parents and offspring should agree on continuing further investment in the region before B/C becomes 1.0, and should
agree on discontinuing investment after B/C becomes lower than
0.5. Since the X-axis in Figure 4 is time, the three zones are
identified in real-time. When the offspring are very young, both
parties should concur on investment, and when the offspring are
beyond a certain age, both parties should concur on discontinuing investment. But there should be a time period in the growth
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of the offspring when parents and offspring should disagree and
display conflict. If the actual slopes of the cost and benefit curves
can be determined empirically, specific predictions can be made
about the timing (the beginning and the end) of parent-offspring
conflict. Even if this is not possible, and it usually is not possible, at least one can say that there should first be agreement,
then disagreement and agreement again, in that sequence. There
is plenty of qualitative evidence for such a pattern in the time
course of parent-offspring conflict. The best known example, and
one that Trivers used to great advantage in making his argument,
is weaning conflict in a variety of mammals, including humans.
Mothers usually wish to wean their offspring away from suckling
some time before the offspring themselves wish to stop suckling.
Moreover, as we will see below, there are other tricks one can use
to try to test the predictions of the POC theory.
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Figure 4.

A graphical illustration of the zone
of conflict between parents
and offspring, as the benefit/cost ratio falls first to
1.0, after which parents
should stop, but offspring
should continue to demand,
investment, and then to
0.5, after which even offspring should stop demanding parental investment (see
text for details). [Redrawn
with permision from from R
L Trivers, Parent-offspring
conflict, American Zoologist, Vol.14, pp.249—264,
1974].
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Figure

5.
Anindita
Bhadra, the leader of
the Dog Lab at IISER-K
[https://sites.google.com/view/
doglabiiserkolkata/home].

Testing the Predictions of POC Theory

In recent years, Anindita
Bhadra and her students
at the Dog Lab in the
Indian Institute of
Science Education and
Research Kolkata, have
subjected the predictions
of the POC theory to a
series of tests using
free-ranging (stray)
dogs.
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In recent years, Anindita Bhadra (Figure 5) and her students at
the Dog Lab in the Indian Institute of Science Education and Research (IISER-K) Kolkata, have subjected the predictions of the
POC theory to a series of tests using free-ranging (stray) dogs in
and around their institute campus. Stray dogs are an excellent
but poorly utilized resource for studying a variety of phenomena,
especially in animal behaviour, ecology and evolution (see the
section on Reflections). The dogs have two breeding seasons in
a year, although a given female breeds at most once a year, giving birth to a litter with 1 to 15 pups (median = 4), 4 out of 5
of which die before reaching sexual maturity. The pups are, as
we all know, quite helpless at birth and need plenty of parental
care—protection, nutrition and education. Stray dogs often live
in complex multi-female, multi-male packs, without a strict dominance hierarchy, scavenging for food discarded by humans, mating promiscuously, multiple females littering simultaneously, and
displaying maternal, paternal and alloparental care of the pups,
with plenty of opportunities for cooperation and conflict, including parent-offspring conflict.
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Weaning Conflict
For one study of suckling behaviour and possible weaning conflict, Anindita Bhadra and her student Manabi Paul studied 15 dog
groups during the period when the pups were 3 to 17 weeks of age
[7]. Pups cannot be observed easily when they are less than three
weeks old because they remain in the den and are closely guarded
at this time; many of us are familiar from our childhood experiences that mother dogs can be very aggressive towards us when
they have young pups, so we have learnt not to mess with them
at this time. The groups contained various numbers of adults and
pups of both sexes. With the enviable luxury that mammal researchers often have, they individually identified all the adults
and pups based on their coat colour patterns and patches and gave
them names. Some groups had more than one lactating female,
and in all, they could observe 22 mothers and 78 pups over a period of 15 weeks. Let us pay close attention to how they collected
their quantitative data.
There were often many dogs in a group, so who do you observe and when? You cannot and should not try to observe all
of them simultaneously. The fewer animals and fewer behaviours
you need to record, the more accurate your data will be. When
you try to observe too much at a time, your mind will subconsciously bias your attention to what appears more conspicuous or
more unusual. Since their main goal was to test the predictions
of POC theory, they naturally focussed on the 22 mother-litter
sub-groups and one lactating female who did not have surviving
pups of her own, as their observational targets. This is sometimes called ‘focal group sampling’. They observed each group
during two periods—three hours in the morning (0900–1200 hrs)
and three hours in the afternoon/evening (1400–1700 hrs), once a
week for a period of 15 weeks. Again, you cannot and should not
observe for three hours continuously. So they followed a strict
and pre-planned regimen of observation. They used two methods
to sample behaviour. One is called instantaneous scans or scan
sampling. This involves noting the behaviour of each individual
at a chosen instant of time. Another involves recording all occur-
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Instantaneous scans or
scan sampling involves
noting the behaviour of
each individual at a
chosen instant of time.
Another involves
recording all occurrences
of chosen behaviours in
a chosen, small interval
of time.
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rences of chosen behaviours in a chosen, small interval of time,
abbreviated as AOS. For practical convenience, they chose one
minute as an ‘instant’ for each scan and five minutes as the period
for each AOS. They took the precaution of randomly intermingling the scans and AOS sessions so that the chosen instants and
periods of time were neither periodic nor predictable.

Stray dogs are ideal for
such observation and the
gathering of large data
sets, because they are
commonly found, easily
observed and not too shy
about being observed.

In all, they were thus able to perform 540 (18 scans/AOS per
session × 2 sessions per week × 15 weeks) scans and an equal
number of AOS for each of the 23 lactating females and the pups
they were suckling, giving them a very large observational data
set. During these observations they recorded many behaviours,
but of interest to us here are the durations of suckling bouts and
the identity (mother or pup) of the initiator and terminator of each
suckling bout. During the suckling bouts, the pups drink milk
produced by the lactating female. From the point of view of the
pups, this is called suckling, and from the point of view of the lactating female, this may be referred to as nursing, but of course, it’s
the same thing. For convenience and consistency, I will refer to it
as suckling irrespective of whose point of view we are referring
to and irrespective of who initiated the behaviour. Stray dogs are
ideal for such observation and the gathering of large data sets, because they are commonly found, easily observed and not too shy
about being observed (Figure 6). Notice that Suggested Reading
[7] and some of the other papers suggested here are freely available online publications where you can read the original paper,
access the raw data as well as watch video clippings of the dogs
and pups in action.
During the period of observation, all 23 lactating females suckled
one or more pups, resulting in 1378 bouts of mothers suckling
their own pups and 594 bouts of females suckling pups that were
not their own; the latter is called allonursing, or more generally,
allomothering. As expected, suckling decreased as the pups grew
older. The researchers inferred this in two different ways. First,
when the pups were 3 weeks old, they found that their mothers
spent about 18 ± 9% of their total time suckling their pups and
this time decreased significantly with the age of the pups, reach-
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ing a value of zero by the 13th week. Second, they measured the
duration of each suckling bout and plotted them as a function of
pup age (Figure 7). These days, all of us use computer software
to plot these kinds of graphs, and we seldom pay adequate attention to exactly what is being plotted and what it all means. We
are quickly satisfied with the final verbal conclusion. This is a
great pity for we fail to appreciate the richness in the data and its
full import. More tragically, we fall easy prey to incorrect verbal conclusions and perpetuate them. This is mainly because in
our system of education we teach students to consume knowledge
while accepting it uncritically, rather than to be sceptical and examine everything they read with a critical eye; this, unfortunately,
makes the idea of becoming producers of knowledge too remote
to contemplate.

Figure 6.

Suckling behaviour. Images of stray
dogs suckling their and
other’s pups, and sometimes
refusing to be suckled, as
in the bottom right panel
(Photos: Manabi Paul).

Let us, therefore, look at the data plotted in this figure more care-
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Figure 7. Box and whisker
plot showing that the durations of suckling bouts
decrease significantly as a
function of the age of the
pups (duration ∼ age: t = 28.03, p < 0.0001, GLMM).
The number of bouts studied for each age group are
shown in brackets below the
age group of the pups on the
X-axis. The sample size of
zero for the 13th week does
not mean that there were
no suckling bouts; it simply
means that although they observed for seven dog groups
when their pups were 13
weeks old, they did not witness any suckling bouts and
hence they represent the duration of the suckling bouts
as zero min. [Redrawn from
M Paul and A Bhadra, Selfish Pups: Weaning Conflict and Milk Theft in FreeRanging Dogs, PLoS ONE,
Vol.12, p.e0170590, 2017].

fully. For each of the 15 weeks, there were several suckling
bouts involving different lactating females and different pups, often multiple bouts for each female and each pup, and even each
female-pup combination. Thus there would be a distribution of
bout duration for each week. These data, as expected, are not
normally distributed; indeed, most biological variables are not
normally distributed; they are highly skewed, with long tails on
one side. When the data are distributed normally, the mean and
standard deviation are very informative. The mean is a good measure of central tendency because there would be equal numbers
of values lower than the mean as there would be higher than the
mean. And since the distribution is symmetrical about the mean,
the standard deviation (s.d.) is a useful measure of the dispersion
of the data around the mean. Indeed, for the normal distribution,
we know that precisely 68.27% of the data points lie between
the mean ± 1 s.d., 95.45% of the data lie between mean ± 2 s.d,
99.73% of the data points lie between the mean ± 3 s.d. and so
on. This knowledge allows computing the probability with which
any data point belongs to the distribution knowing only its mean
and s.d, and this is the basis of the so-called parametric statistical
tests.
When data is skewed, as our behavioural data usually are, these
luxuries don’t exist. The mean is no longer a useful measure of
central tendency and the s.d. is no longer a valid measure of
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dispersion. Instead, we calculate a different measure of central
tendency, namely the median. The median is by definition the
midpoint of the distribution with half the data points above it and
half below. To get a handle at the dispersion, we use the quartiles, which divide the numbers of data points into four quartiles.
One fourth of the data points lie below the 1st quartile, one fourth
between the 1st quartile and the median, one fourth between the
median and the 3rd quartile and the final one fourth above the
3rd quartile. All this information is visually depicted using the
rather clever ‘box and whiskers’ plots. The box is the rectangle
showing the location in the data range of the 1st and 3rd quartiles, with the median indicated inside the box (not necessarily
at its centre, of course). The whiskers are meant to indicate the
region between the first quartile and the minimum value on one
side and the region between the third quartile and the maximum
value on the other side. But this is not quite how we usually draw
the whiskers.
When our data sets are small, we can expect a great deal of random variation so that we may have some really extreme values,
further distorting the distribution. In such a case, we don’t stretch
the whiskers until the observed minimum and maximum values.
Instead, we stretch the whiskers only up to the lowest or highest
value that lies within 1.5 times the interquartile range on either
side. The data points that lie outside these whiskers are shown
separately as outliers, so as not to forget about them altogether.
We thus see that the box and whiskers plot reveals a great deal
about the distribution of the data, without having to plot all the
raw data points.
Paul and Bhadra subjected these data on the duration of suckling
bouts to a generalised linear mixed model (GLMM) with suckling
duration as the response variable and the age of the pups as the
predictor variable. GLMMs have rapidly become the favourite
method for answering these kinds of questions because they are
better at handling data that may not be normally distributed. They
are also conveniently designed to simultaneously consider both
fixed effects (variables we are interested in or those we deliber-
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When our data sets are
small, we can expect a
great deal of random
variation so that we may
have some really
extreme values, further
distorting the
distribution. In such a
case, we don’t stretch the
whiskers until the
observed minimum and
maximum values.
Instead, we stretch the
whiskers only up to the
lowest or highest value
that lies within 1.5 times
the interquartile range on
either side. The data
points that lie outside
these whiskers are shown
separately as outliers.
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ately vary) and random effects (variables that we cannot control)
in a regression model. Paul and Bhadra showed that suckling duration decreased significantly with the age of the pups. Thus the
total time spent by the mothers in suckling, as well as the duration
of the suckling bouts, decreased significantly with the age of the
pups. This is of course expected and by itself does not provide
evidence for the predictions of POC theory. Nevertheless, it is
good to know and forms the necessary basis of further analysis of
the data in search of POC and any efforts to test the predictions
of the POC theory. Towards these goals, they analysed their data
in two additional ways. First, they broke up the data on suckling
duration (for a subset of the lactating female-pup pairs) into those
suckling bouts that were initiated by the mother and those that
were initiated by the pups. If the mother offered to suckle by presenting herself either in the standing or lying down position, they
considered the suckling bout as mother-initiated. If suckling was
a result of solicitations by the pups, they considered that bout as
pup-initiated.

The proportions of
suckling bouts initiated
by the mother decline
sharply with the age of
the pups, while the
proportions of suckling
bouts terminated by the
mother sharply increase
with the age of the pups.
This is an even clearer
indication of
parent-offspring conflict,
or what is traditionally
called weaning conflict.
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Another generalised linear mixed model (GLMM) showed that
the identity of the initiator of the suckling bout, the age of the
pups and the litter size, all significantly influenced the suckling
bout duration. These results are quite revealing. The duration
of suckling bouts initiated by the mother decreased more rapidly
than those initiated by the pups themselves (Figure 8). This suggests a divergence between the interests of the mother and the
pups—parent-offspring conflict. Even more revealing is the comparison between the proportion of suckling bouts initiated and
terminated by the mother as opposed to the pups, and how these
proportions change with the age of the pups. Termination of
a suckling bout by the pup simply means that it stops suckling
while termination by the mother happens when she walks away
and thus prevents the pups from suckling her any more. The data
clearly show that the proportions of suckling bouts initiated by the
mother decline sharply with the age of the pups, while the proportions of suckling bouts terminated by the mother sharply increase
with the age of the pups (Figure 9). This is an even clearer indi-
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cation of parent-offspring conflict, or what is traditionally called
weaning conflict. It is a clearer indication of conflict because
the mothers not only stop initiating suckling bouts but terminate
suckling bouts initiated by the pups. If we only knew that mothers stopped initiating suckling, it might simply mean that they
know that the pups have learned to initiate suckling whenever
they want, so why bother to initiate. From the 8th week to the
13th week, mothers only terminate suckling bouts and do not initiate any; conversely, pups only initiate suckling bouts but do not
terminate any—this is the period of conflict
All this provides clear evidence for POC, for a weaning conflict
between the mother and her offspring. Indeed, the period between
the 7th week to the 13th week can be identified as the period
of conflict. Before the 7th week, the mother initiates many of
the suckling bouts, terminates very few, and the mother-initiated
suckling bouts are quite long, suggesting little conflict. After the
13th week and up to the 17th week at least (which is how far
their observations went) neither the mothers nor the pups initiated
suckling bouts. In the language that we used above to describe
the predictions of the POC theory, both the mother and the pups
favoured parental investment up to the 6th week, during the 7th
to the 13th week the mother was reluctant to invest in her current
offspring while the offspring favoured more investment in them;
after the 13th week, neither the mother nor the pups favoured con-
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Figure 8.

The duration of suckling bouts initiated by the mother declined
more sharply with the age
of the pups than did the
duration of suckling bouts
initiated by the pups themselves, suggesting a conflict
between the mother and offspring about when the suckling should stop, as the pups
age.
[Redrawn from M
Paul and A Bhadra, Selfish
Pups: Weaning Conflict and
Milk Theft in Free-Ranging
Dogs, PLoS ONE, Vol.12,
p.e0170590, 2017].
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tinuation of parental investment, at least in the form of suckling.
Figure 9.

The proportions of suckling bouts initiated by the mother (as opposed to initiated by the
pups) declined with the age
of the pups while the proportions of suckling bouts
terminated by the mothers
increased with the age of
the pups, providing an even
more clear indication of conflict between the mother and
her pups over how long
the suckling bouts should
last.
[Redrawn from M
Paul and A Bhadra, Selfish
Pups: Weaning Conflict and
Milk Theft in Free-Ranging
Dogs, PLoS ONE, Vol.12,
p.e0170590, 2017].
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There are very few data of this kind from studies on mammalian
species in nature. For this reason, Trivers’s parent-offspring conflict theory, elegant though it is, has been thought of being contentious and not amenable to empirical testing in nature. Choosing an appropriate animal model is very crucial for success in
testing predictions of evolutionary theories, especially in nature.
This does not mean that the theories apply only to a few species;
rather it implies that only a very few species permit the rigorous
experimental and observational intervention necessary to test the
predictions. The study by Manabi Paul and Anindita Bhadra described above shows that stray dogs are indeed one such model
system that can be deployed in service of field testing of POC
theory. But the best is yet to come.

Post-Weaning Conflict
Weaning conflict that we saw above is only the first line of evidence that Anindita Bhadra and her students have brought to bear
on the POC theory. To provide a second line of evidence, they
have cleverly capitalized on the fact that stray dogs live in large
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communal groups and depend a great deal on food provided by
humans. This creates opportunities for the dogs, including mothers and their offspring, to continue to cooperate or compete as
appropriate. Here is, therefore, another context to look for evidence for the predictions of the parent-offspring conflict theory,
during the post-weaning period [8]. To this end, Manabi Paul and
Anindita Bhadra designed extremely simple experiments, not so
different in principle, from what we have all done playfully as
children and often as adults—they fed dogs bread and biscuits
and made careful observation of the drama that ensued. Stray
dogs are quite used to receiving items of food such as bread and
biscuits from people, or scavenging these by themselves, making the experiment quite a natural situation for the dogs. They
offered a chosen group of dogs one piece of bread or biscuit as
per the pre-determined preference of the group and waited until that item was completely consumed before offering the next
piece and continued to do so until they offered as many pieces
of food as there were individual dogs or pups in the group. The
experiment was video recorded for later extraction and analysis
of quantitative data.

Stray dogs live in large
communal groups and
depend a great deal on
food provided by
humans. This creates
opportunities for the
dogs, including mothers
and their offspring, to
continue to cooperate or
compete as appropriate.
Here is, therefore,
another context to look
for evidence for the
predictions of the
parent-offspring conflict
theory, during the
post-weaning period.

They conducted these experiments on 15 groups of mothers and
their pups, when the pups were between 8 and 11 weeks of age,
over a two-year period on the campus of their institute. They offered bread or biscuits to each group between 1000 and 1230 hrs
and again during 1530 to 1700 hrs for three consecutive days in
a week for four to six weeks and thereby obtained data during
430 such feeding sessions. It is important not to interpret working with easily accessible animals and performing experiments
using commonplace techniques, as a casual approach to research.
Anindita Bhadra and her students played like children but with
the rigour and precision befitting serious scientists. First, they offered their dogs bread and biscuits to see if they had any marked
preference for one or the other; if they did then they were given
their choice during the experiment—you can’t measure conflict
over food if the food is a non-preferred item. Their preliminary
observation revealed that there was not much variation between
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sessions in the response of the pups to the offered food, but the
mothers showed considerable variation. Hence they focussed on
the mothers’ behaviours to try to detect signs of parent-offspring
conflict.
Behaviour is in reality a
continuous stream of
actions and reactions,
including, of course, the
absence of action and
reaction. If we are to do
quantitative ethology, we
must convert behaviour
into numbers and an
important early step is to
delineate well-defined
behaviours with clear
starting and ending
points so that we can
count how often a
particular behaviour is
repeated in different
contexts.

Behaviour is in reality a continuous stream of actions and reactions, including, of course, the absence of action and reaction.
If we are to do quantitative ethology, we must convert behaviour
into numbers and an important early step is to delineate welldefined behaviours with clear starting and ending points so that
we can count how often a particular behaviour is repeated in different contexts. This process is called discretisation of behaviour;
we can use as fine-grained or as coarse-grained a sieve to separate
one behaviour from another. Here they identified seven distinct
behaviours of the mothers to being offered food in the presence
of their pups. These are (1) showing disinterest (and doing nothing), (2) allowing the pup to take the food, (3) actively taking
and offering the food to the pups, (4) taking the food and sharing it with the pups, (5) competing for the food and accepting
the principle of first-come-first-served, without any aggression,
(6) competing with aggression and grabbing the food, and (7)
aggressively snatching the food from the pups even when they
got hold of it first. Every time they offered an item of food, they
recorded the responses of the mothers as belonging to one of these
categories. Next, they computed the proportion of items in the
consumption of which the mothers showed cooperation or conflict. They lumped all the instances of disinterest, allow, offer and
share into the composite category of cooperation. Conversely,
they lumped all instances of compete, compete aggressively and
snatch into the composite category of conflict. From the videos,
they also computed, for each item of food, the time taken to approach the food item offered, the time taken to consume it and the
amount eaten by the mother and the pups.
They found that the proportion of times that the mothers showed
conflict rather than cooperation depended significantly on the age
of the pups. Mothers showed conflict only in about 30% of the
cases if the pups were eight weeks old and in about 80% if the
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Figure 10.

pups were 15 weeks old (Figure 10, upper panel). Considering
all food items in the consumption of which there was conflict,
they found that such contested food was equally divided between
the mother and her pups. This fact, they convincingly argue, suggests genuine conflict. But does this conflict help the mother in
any way? Only then would we be justified in concluding that the
parent-current-offspring conflict is in aid of future offspring.

Top: The
proportion of food items
in the consumption of
which there was conflict
between the mother and
her offspring increased
with the age of the pups as
revealed by a GLMM (p
= 0.0004). Bottom: Mean
and standard deviation of
the body condition index
(BCI) of the mothers (N =
15) at different weeks of
pup age, estimated from
the videos during the entire
span of the experiment for
each group.
There was
significant improvement in
BCI over time for individual
mothers (repeated measures
ANOVA, Wilks’ λ = 0.023,
F6,9 = 65.151, p < 0.0001).
[Redrawn with permission
from M Paul, S S Majumder,
and A Bhadra, Selfish mothers? An empirical test of
parent-offspring
conflict
over extended parental care,
Behavioural
Processes,
Vol.103, pp.17–22, 2014.]

To address this question, they monitored the body condition of
the mothers throughout the course of the experiment. From the
videos they gave scores for body size (small, medium, large),
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condition of fur (poor, medium, good), nutritional status (poor,
medium, good) and disease (present, absent), for each mother at
the beginning of each week of the experiment. Converting these
scores into simple numerical values such as 1 for poor nutritional
status, 2 for medium nutritional status and 3 for good nutritional
status, for example, they constructed an index of body condition
for each mother for each week. Their analysis showed that while
there was no significant difference between different mothers in
any given week, the body condition of the mothers improved during the course of the experiment. At least one of the factors responsible for the improvement of their body condition might be
the food they managed to eat by competing with their offspring
(Figure 10, lower panel).

It is the modulation of
levels of conflict with
time, such that the
mothers contribute more
to the growth and
survival of their
offspring up to a point,
and then begin to
contribute increasingly
to their own health and
survival that is a key
prediction of POC
theory. And that is
because, from an
evolutionary point of
view, their own
improved health and
survival are entirely at
the service of their future
offspring.
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In summary, we can see that mothers displayed increased conflict
with their offspring in the context of food sharing, as the pups
grew older. To appreciate the significance of these trends in increased conflict with pup age, we must reflect on the fact that the
same mothers showed much less conflict with the same offspring,
when the offspring were young. It is the modulation of levels of
conflict with time, such that the mothers contribute more to the
growth and survival of their offspring up to a point, and then begin to contribute increasingly to their own health and survival that
is a key prediction of POC theory. And that is because, from an
evolutionary point of view, their own improved health and survival are entirely at the service of their future offspring. Hence,
the pattern of post-weaning conflict that Paul and Bhadra have
documented is a second line of evidence for the prediction of the
POC theory. And there is even more to come.

Effect of Resource Quality on POC
Anindita Bhadra and her students have provided a third line of evidence in support of the POC theory that is not only entirely novel
but what we might call clinching evidence. All the arguments so
far, both in terms of the theory and the empirical verification of
the theory’s predictions have focussed on a predicted increase in
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conflict with offspring age and the predicted existence of a zone
of conflict where there should be disagreement between parents
and offspring. In their next study, however, they make a novel argument and a novel prediction. The argument is that the level of
parent-offspring conflict, and indeed, the slope of its increase with
age should be a function of the quality of resources available for
sharing between the parents and their offspring. The argument
goes as follows. How should mothers behave in resource-poor
and resource-rich environments? Since mothers are selected to
maximize their lifetime reproductive success, and not focus only
on their current offspring, they should allocate a fixed amount
of resources to their current offspring and allocate what is left
for themselves, meaning for their future offspring. In resourcelimited environments, such a strategy would make them suffer
because there may not be much leftover after allocating a fixed
amount to their current offspring. But that may be OK because
they may not even produce another litter in a resource-poor environment. This strategy would at least maximise the chances of the
survival of their current offspring. Nothing is gained by providing sub-optimal resources for their current offspring and saving
another sub-optimal amount for the future.

The level of
parent-offspring conflict,
and indeed, the slope of
its increase with age
should be a function of
the quality of resources
available for sharing
between the parents and
their offspring.

In a resource-rich environment, however, such a strategy would
mean that they allocate about the same resources to their current
offspring as they did in the resource-poor environment, and keep
the bonanza for themselves. This leads to the somewhat counterintuitive prediction that in resource-rich environments, mothers
should show more conflict with their offspring even when the
offspring are young, as compared to the situation in a resourcelimited environment. As a shorthand, let us call mothers who
behave in this fashion in resource-rich environments as ‘selfish
mothers’; notice that POC theory predicts such selfish mothers.
On the other hand, if mothers are merely maximising the probability of survival of their current offspring and making no allocation for future offspring, then they should allocate their resources
very differently in resource-rich environments. They should allocate a bare minimum for themselves, enough to survive and care
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Figure 11. Anjan Nandi
(left) with the author at
Grünewald train station
in Berlin in 2011 (Photo:
Geetha Gadagkar).

for the current offspring and allocate any excess to their current
offspring even if they are in a zone of diminishing returns. If they
will have no future offspring, diminishing returns to their current
offspring are better than no returns to themselves. Let us call
such mothers as ‘altruistic mothers’. In summary, the theory of
parent-offspring conflict predicts selfish mothers, and not altruistic mothers, in the sense defined above.
Appealing as they are, verbal arguments of the kind made above
can be deceptive. While making verbal arguments we often focus
only on what interests us at the moment and are prone to ignore
other factors that may come into play and change the outcome. A
mathematical model that clearly specifies all the assumptions of
our argument and objectively calculates the outcome of the processes we postulate is very helpful, and often necessary. Anindita
Bhadra, therefore, did well to enlist the collaboration of a smart
modeller Anjan Nandi (I know because he modelled some phe-
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Figure 12. Graphical rep-

nomena in our wasp work) to confirm the verbal arguments made
above (Figure 11). The results of the model can be seen in (Figure 12). Recruiting an additional student, Sreejani Sen Majumder,
they now performed a clever experiment to test these predictions
[9]. They gave some dog groups biscuits as before, and they gave
other dog groups meat instead (pieces of chicken). The biscuits,
containing mainly carbohydrates and starch, represent a resourcepoor environment as compared to protein-rich chicken which represents a relatively resource-rich environment. Their predictions
were confirmed in two ways. First, they found that, as predicted,
there was a much greater conflict in sharing meat than in sharing biscuits. Mothers took significantly more meat than the pups,
while the pups were allowed to take significantly more biscuits
than the mothers. Also, mothers took more meat than they took
biscuits while pups got more biscuits than they got meat (Figure
13).

resentations of the models
for mothers’ strategies under low (biscuit) and high
(meat) resource conditions.
(a) Selfish mothers reserve
a fixed amount of food for
their offspring and allocate
any extra food for themselves.
(b) The altruistic mothers reserve a fixed
amount of food for themselves and allow the pups
to have the rest.
These
selfish and altruistic maternal strategies lead to different slopes for how conflict
should increase over time.
[Redrawn from M Paul, S
S Majumder, A K Nandi,
and A Bhadra, Selfish mothers indeed!
Resourcedependent conflict over extended parental care in freeranging dogs, R. Soc. Open
sci., Vol.2, p.150580, 2015.]

The modelling had made more detailed predictions regarding the
change of levels of conflict with the age of pups, with meat versus
biscuits, as we saw in Figure 12. This detailed prediction was also
clearly borne out. We can see from Figure 14 that, as predicted,
the conflict over meat was always high with only a small increase
with age while the conflict over biscuits rose sharply with age,
starting at a low level of conflict when the pups were young and
reaching a relatively high level as the pups grew old. This third
line of evidence for the theory of parent-offspring conflict is the
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Figure 13.

Box and
whisker plots for the patterns of food distribution between the mother and her
pups when given biscuits
(low quality food) or meat
(high quality food). The different letters above the bars
show a significant difference
between mother and pup, in
each kind of food. Mothers take significantly more
meat than the pups while
pups get significantly more
biscuits than the mother (χ2 test, p < 0.05).
Different numbers above the
bars show the difference between biscuit and meat for
each category of individual
(mother and pup). Mothers take more meat than
they take biscuits while pups
get more biscuits than they
get meat (Mann–Whitney
U-test, p <0.05).
[Redrawn from M Paul, S S
Majumder, A K Nandi, and
A Bhadra, Selfish mothers indeed!
Resourcedependent conflict over extended parental care in freeranging dogs, R. Soc. Open
sci., Vol.2, p.150580, 2015].
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strongest yet, both in Anindita Bhadra’s work and, I suspect more
generally. Besides, it is a new line of evidence which should increase our confidence in the theory. But there is even more to
come!

Grandmotherly Care
Many of us have employed the strategy of running to our grandparents when in conflict with our parents. Stray dogs seem to be
no different. Manabi Paul and Anindita Bhadra have documented
grandmotherly care in stray dogs. In a particularly detailed case
of one grandmother, they have documented the patterns of motherly care and grandmotherly care by the same individual and the
receipt of motherly care and grandmotherly care by the same pups
[10]. This creates a unique opportunity to make a controlled comparison of motherly care and grandmotherly care, which sheds
unexpected new light on parent-offspring conflict theory. The
grandmother in question was an individual they call ML who herself was litter-less when her daughter called PW gave birth to
two pups. ML, now spent considerable time caring for her two
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Figure 14. The proportion

grandchildren, the offspring of her daughter PW. Although the
grandmother could not nurse her grandchildren because she was
not lactating, she showed other behaviours that help care for pups,
such as allogrooming, cleaning the den by eating the pups’ faecal matter, offering solid food as well as regurgitated food, piling
up with the pups for warmth and protection and playing with the
pups; all these are classified as active care, as they require contact
with the pups and expenditure of energy specifically for the pups.
The grandmother also showed passive care toward her grandchildren, such as tolerating the pups near her when she was looking
for food, feeding, drinking and grooming herself—this offers protection and education for the pups.
It is of course most interesting that a grandmother cared for her
grandchildren but do the data throw any light on the theory of
parent-offspring conflict? A typical grandmother is generally older
than a typical mother, and she is, therefore, expected to have a
lower future reproductive success compared to a mother. Generally speaking, the constraints of not being able to invest everything in the current offspring and having to save for future
offspring is less applicable to grandmothers than it would be to
mothers. The increase in conflict as a function of pup age can
therefore be predicted to be less pronounced in the case of a
grandmother as compared to that of a mother. In support of this
prediction, Paul and Bhadra found no significant change in grand-
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of food items in the consumption of which there
was conflict between the
mother and her offspring
increased with the age of the
pups as in Figure 10. But
the slopes with which they
increased were different for
a biscuit diet and a meat
diet, as predicted by the
model for parent-offspring
conflict under resource-rich
and resource-poor conditions. The experiments were
done with 16 mother-pup
pairs. The solid lines are
the model predictions and
the dotted lines are the
fitted regression lines for
the experimental data (the
dotted line is not visible
for meat as it completely
overlaps with the model
prediction). [Redrawn from
M Paul, S S Majumder, A
K Nandi, and A Bhadra,
Selfish mothers indeed!
Resource-dependent conflict over extended parental
care in free-ranging dogs,
R. Soc. Open sci., Vol.2,
p.150580, 2015].
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Figure 15. Proportions of
time spent by a grandmother
(ML) in caring for her
grandchildren (upper panel),
by a mother PW towards
the same pups, who are
her offspring (middle panel)
and by the ML towards her
offspring when she was a
mother. The proportion of
time spent caring for pups
decreased significantly with
the age of the pups for
the two mothers but not
for the grandmother. Both
patterns are consistent with
POC theory, see text for a
detailed explanation. [Redrawn with permission from
M Paul, S S Majumder, and
A Bhadra, Grandmotherly
care: a case study in Indian
free-ranging dogs, J Ethol.,
Vol.32, pp.75–82, 2014].
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motherly care as a function of pup age (Figure 15, upper panel).
Could this lack of increase in conflict as a function of pup age
be on account of something peculiar about these pups that ML
was caring for as their grandmother? Apparently not, because the
pups’ mother, PW, at the same time increased her conflict with
the same pups during the same period (Figure 15, middle panel).
Could the unusual pattern of pup age-independent care be on account of something unusual about ML, who perhaps did not know
how to or was incapable of escalating conflict with aging pups?
Apparently not, because the same ML, behaved exactly as predicted by the POC theory when she herself was caring for PW
and her sibling, in the role of mother (Figure 15, lower panel). In
other words, ML behaved very differently in her role as a mother
as compared to her role as a grandmother. Her contradictory behaviours in the two roles are both consistent with the POC theory.
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We may, therefore, consider this as the fourth line of evidence in
support of the POC theory.
Grandmotherly care is of course a form of altruism, but it is no
longer paradoxical since the advent of inclusive fitness theory (see
[6]). Of course, grandmothers in most species still have a finite
chance of future reproduction, but its diminishing prospects requires them to hedge their bets between current grandchildren and
future children (and future grandchildren), just as mothers have
to hedge their bets between their current children and future children. Mothers are equally related to their current and future children, and the dynamics of their parent-offspring conflict will be
largely influenced by the difference between the relative certainty
of current offspring and the relative uncertainty of future children.
Grandmothers are related to their grandchildren only by 0.25 and
to their future children by 0.5, tilting the balance in favour of future children. But the difference between the relative certainty of
current grandchildren and the significantly higher uncertainty of
future children can sometimes tilt the balance in favour of current
grandchildren, more strongly than it might for mothers.

Grandmotherly care is of
course a form of
altruism, but it is no
longer paradoxical since
the advent of inclusive
fitness theory. Of course,
grandmothers in most
species still have a finite
chance of future
reproduction, but its
diminishing prospects
requires them to hedge
their bets between
current grandchildren
and future children (and
future grandchildren),
just as mothers have to
hedge their bets between
their current children
and future children.

Only in two groups of mammals, namely humans and whales has
natural selection valued indirect fitness from current grandchildren so much that it has led to the evolution of menopause [11].
In these two groups, females have significant life expectancies
beyond their reproductive age so that fitness from future children
during menopause is zero. Indirect fitness from grandchildren is
the most likely evolutionary explanation for the phenomenon of
menopause. Before the advent of inclusive fitness theory, menopause
would have been paradoxical. But now, why menopause is so rare
is a mystery. The evolution of menopause is likely to depend on
the importance of communal lifestyle and alloparental care for
the survival of offspring. It is being now revealed that ecological knowledge and leadership of grandmothers may be the key to
the evolution of menopause, not only in humans but also in killer
whales [12].
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Is There Scope for a Compromise?

Even from proximate,
physiological
considerations, parental
care being known to be
modulated by hormones
such as oxytocin, it
should be difficult for
mothers to abandon their
current offspring so
easily. From all points of
view, therefore, one
would expect any
compromise between
parents and offspring,
any possible win-win
situation to be explored
and exploited.

Parent-offspring conflict seems such a pity, not only from an anthropomorphic and emotional point of view but even from a biological and evolutionary point of view. Parents have to show aggression to their own offspring and withhold care and food from
begging children for the sake of the uncertain prospects of future offspring. Yes, natural selection may be expected to have set
the optimal levels of conflict factoring in the uncertainty of the
future. Nevertheless, parents should be selected to do everything
they possibly can to enhance the welfare of their current offspring
without jeopardising the welfare of their future offspring. Even
from proximate, physiological considerations, parental care being
known to be modulated by hormones such as oxytocin, it should
be difficult for mothers to abandon their current offspring so easily. From all points of view, therefore, one would expect any
compromise between parents and offspring, any possible win-win
situation to be explored and exploited. Such is indeed the case, at
least in stray dogs. In a beautiful study with the title ‘Clever mothers’ Anindita Bhadra and her students produce some remarkable
evidence of compromise [13]. They demonstrate a striking contrast between the patterns with which active parental care (which
require effort and energy and are more likely to diminish the fitness of future offspring), and passive parental care (which require
relatively less effort and energy and are less likely to diminish the
fitness of future offspring), change with the age of the pups. Their
slopes are just the opposite of each other. They show that as active care declines, passive care increases with the age of the pups
(Figure 16).

It’s a Harsh World Out There
The dog Canis lupus familiaris may have bought a ticket to longterm survival more than 15,000 years ago by being domesticated
[14, 15], or as is more likely, by self-domestication. But the
species eke out a treacherous existence in the harsh world of human companionship. Only 20–25% of the world’s dogs are kept
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as pets and often bred for grotesquely enhancing one or the other
of their many features, such as aggressiveness, hunting ability, retrieving ability or simply cuddliness. The remaining 75–80% of
the world’s dogs hang around human habitations and, while deriving some benefit by this proximity, they also suffer a great deal
from humans. Research from Anindita Bhadra’s Dog Lab has
shown that they experience over 80% early life mortality, more
than 60% of which is caused by humans. Dogs have evolved a
number of adaptations to deal with their plight. They live and
breed communally. This means that several but not necessarily
all individuals reproduce, multiple females littering simultaneously in some groups. An important adaptation for survival in
these difficult conditions is the fine balance between cooperation
and conflict they are able to strike, both with other dogs and with
humans. Allo-parental care appears to be crucial for their survival, especially for young pups. Various members of the group,
including siblings, aunts, grandmothers and even fathers help out,
though not without keeping their own interests also in focus. This
can include all forms of active and passive care with the excep-
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Figure 16.

As the pups
grow mothers decrease the
proportion of time they
spend giving them active
care but increase the proportion of time they spend
in giving them passive
care. See text for details.
[Redrawn from M Paul,
S Sau, A K Nandi, and A
Bhadra, Clever mothers
balance time and effort in
parental care: a study on
free-ranging dogs, R. Soc.
Open sci., Vol.4, p.160583,
2017].
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Figure 17. Mean and s.d of
the proportion of time spent
by mothers (n = 22, black
line), putative father (n = 14,
blue lines) and allomothers
(n = 14, red lines) in giving active (upper panel) and
passive (lower panel) care
to growing pups. [Redrawn
from M Paul and A Bhadra,
The great Indian joint families of free-ranging dogs,
PLoS ONE, Vol.13, No.5,
p.e0197328, 2018].

tion of nursing/suckling. Manabi Paul and Anindita Bhadra have
documented these, at once, illuminating and moving facts in a recent paper with the charming title “The great Indian joint families
of free-ranging dogs” [16]. They have documented and analysed
different forms of care that pups of different ages receive from
their mothers, allomothers and (putative) fathers (Figure 17). We
can imagine how these additional helplines for the pups permit
the mothers to manage their parent-offspring conflict and set their
optimum maternal care a little bit lower and allocate a little bit
more for future offspring and thus achieve a little bit more lifetime reproductive success.
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Reflections
The studies described in this article score very high on all the features that this series espouses—using clever, simple experiments
that can be performed by almost anyone without the need for access to a sophisticated laboratory, as long as they have a child-like
curiosity and playfulness and a passion to unravel the mysteries
of nature. But there is one feature that I wish to dwell on in some
detail, and that concerns the choice of the study animal—stray
dogs (Figure 18). Ethologists and behavioural ecologists tend to
choose unusual, endangered or otherwise glamorous animals for
their study, often at the cost of many constraints in the availability
of samples for study as well as feasibility of observation and experimentation. Free-ranging dogs, especially in India, are abundantly available, easy to observe and experiment on, and also of
great practical importance to society. Dogs are thus ideally suited
both from the point of view of basic research in ethology and behavioural ecology as well as producing knowledge relevant to society, especially in the context of human-animal conflict (Figure
19). And yet, there are hardly any studies of this obvious animal
model. Why should this be so? I don’t think it is unreasonable on
my part to expect that dozens of Indian researchers from dozens
of zoology departments in many Indian Universities should be
making world-class contributions to ethology, behavioural ecology, sociobiology, evolutionary biology and conservation biology. But what is preventing this dream from being realized? We
should reflect on this.

Ethologists and
behavioural ecologists
tend to choose unusual,
endangered or otherwise
glamorous animals for
their study, often at the
cost of many constraints
in the availability of
samples for study as well
as feasibility of
observation and
experimentation.
Free-ranging dogs,
especially in India, are
abundantly available,
easy to observe and
experiment on, and also
of great practical
importance to society.
Dogs are thus ideally
suited both from the
point of view of basic
research in ethology and
behavioural ecology as
well as producing
knowledge relevant to
society, especially in the
context of human-animal
conflict.

I do not have an exhaustive list of possible reasons for this regrettable paucity of research on stray dogs. But I can think of
several. Especially in India, we have very narrowly defined the
limits of respectable science, indeed, of science itself. Students of
Anindita Bhadra who have had the courage and wisdom to work
on dogs will tell you that they have often been told by learned
experts sitting on selection committees that what they are doing
is not science. This attitude is not just regrettable, it is suicidal for Indian science. We should all carefully select areas of
research where we have a unique advantage in becoming world-
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Figure 18. Dogs are everywhere and easy to observe.
(Left) A group of dogs at
a meat shop; (Right top) A
group with females, males
and two litters; (Right middle) Female with her own
and others’ pups; (Right
bottom) A mother and her
pup (Photos: Manabi Paul).
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leaders, either because of the easy availability of study species,
or because of the possibility of doing cutting-edge research with
little money or funding. Instead, we tend to declare these very
areas as unfashionable and unrespectable. Conversely, we tend
to place on a high pedestal of respectability precisely those areas
of research where we are in a losing competition with the much
better-endowed parts of the world. Suicidal indeed!
It is time to change this. I am very pleased that Anindita Bhadra
has chosen to devote her career to the study of dogs. To gain more
respectability, Anindita Bhadra refers to the stray dogs she studies as ‘free-ranging’ dogs but I have often deliberately and defiantly used the more common, and no less respectable term ‘stray
dogs’. Here I have only described her experiments concerning the
parent-offspring conflict. But her Dog Lab has begun to teach us
so many remarkable facts about these most common and familiar
animal companions. They have studied the time-activity budgets
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Figure 19.

Anindita
Bhadra’s family and students experimenting with
dogs. (Top) POC over meat,
experiment being performed
by Ujaan Banerjee (Photo:
Manabi Paul); Middle A
choice test with pups being
performed by Rohan Sarkar
(Photo: Shubhra Sau); (Bottom) An experiment to test
if dogs can count, performed
by Arunita Banerjee (Photo:
Arunita Banerjee).

of dogs with surprising results [17], foraging behaviour with new
insights [18], dog-human interactions with worrisome results [19]
and their intelligence and cognitive abilities with even more surprising results [20]. In the process, Anindita Bhadra has trained
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Figure 20.

Yes, you
can get a PhD working
on stray dogs—Manabi Paul
(the first author of all the
six dog papers discussed in
detail in this article) during
her convocation, with Mentor Anindita Bhadra (June
2018).

passionate and curious students to conduct rigorous experiments
with the dogs they love (Figure 20).
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